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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to introduce a new class of closed sets in topological 

ordered spaces called xgη-closed sets and obtain some of its characteristics. The concept of 

continuous and contra continuous functions are called xgη-continuous,xcontragη-

continuous is defined and obtained some of its properties. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In 1965, Nachbin [16] initiated the study of topological ordered spaces.In 2001, Veerakumar 

[27] introduced the study of i-closed, d-closed and b-closed sets.A new class of gη-closed 

sets, gη-continuity functions and contra gη-continuity functions has been introduced 

Subbulakshmi et al [22, 23, 24]. In 2017, Amarendrababu [1] introduced g*-closed sets in 

topological ordered spaces. In 2019, Dhanapakyam [7] introduced βg*-closed sets in 

topological ordered spaces. In this paper a new class of xgη-closed set, xgη-continuous, 

xcontragη-continuous in topological ordered spaces are defined and some of their properties 

are analyzed. [Throughout this paper x = i, d, b]. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

 

Definition : 2.1 A subset A of a topological space (X, τ) is called 

(i) α-open set [2] if A ⊆int(cl(int(A))), α-closed set if cl (int (cl(A))) ⊆  A.    

(ii) semi-open set [12] if A ⊆cl(int (A)), semi-closed set if int (cl(A) ⊆  A.   

(iii) regular-open set [17] if A = int (cl(A)), regular-closed set if A = cl (int (A))).  

(iv) η-open set [21] if A ⊆int (cl(int(A))) ∪ cl (int (A)), η-closed set if cl (int (cl (A))) ∩ 

int(cl(A)) ⊆ A. 

 

Definition : 2.2 A subset A of a space (X, τ) is called 

(i) g-closed set [13] if cl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is open in (X, τ). 

(ii) g*-closed set [26] if cl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is g-open in (X, τ). 
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(iii) sg-closed set [4] if scl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is semi-open in (X, τ). 

 (iv) gη-closed set [22] if ηcl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is open in (X, τ). 

 

Definition : 2.3 A function f : ( X , τ ) → (Y, σ) is called 

(i) continuous [3] if f -1 (V) is a closed in (X, τ) for every closed set V of (Y, σ). 

(ii) semi-continuous [12] if f -1 (V) is a semi-closed in (X, τ) for every closed set V of (Y, σ). 

(iii)α-continuous [6] if f -1 (V) is a α-closed in (X, τ) for every closed set V of (Y, σ). 

(iv) r-continuous [14] if f -1 (V) is a r-closed in (X, τ) for every closed set V of (Y, σ). 

(v) sg-continuous [25] if f -1 (V) is a sg-closed in (X, τ) for every closed set V of (Y, σ). 

(vi)η-continuous [23] if f -1 (V) is a η-closed in (X, τ) for every closed set V of (Y, σ). 

 (vii) gη-continuous [23] if f -1 (V) is a gη-closed in (X, τ) for every closed set V of (Y, σ). 

 

Definition : 2.4 A function f :(X, τ) ⟶ (Y, σ ) is called 

(i) contra continuous [8] if f -1 (V) is a closed in (X, τ) for every open set V of (Y, σ ). 
(ii) contra semi-continuous [9] if f -1 (V) is a semi-closed in (X, τ) for every open set V of (Y, 

σ). 
(iii) contra α-continuous [10] if f -1 (V) is an α-closed in (X, τ) for every open set V of (Y, σ ). 
(iv) contra r-continuous [14] if f -1 (V) is a r-closed in (X, τ)  for every open set V of (Y, σ ). 
(v) contra g-continuous [5] if f -1 (V) is a g-closed in (X, τ)  for every open set V of (Y, σ ). 
(vi) contra g*-continuous [15, 26] if f -1 (V) is a g*-closed in (X, τ) for every open set V of 

(Y,σ). 
(vii) contrasg-continuous [19] if f -1 (V) is a sg-closed in (X, τ) for every open set V of (Y, σ 

). 
(viii) contraη-continuous [24] if f -1 (V) is a η-closed in (X, τ) for every open set V of (Y, σ ). 
(ix) contragη-continuous [24] if f -1 (V) is a gη-closed in (X, τ) for every open set V of (Y, σ 

). 
 

Definition 2.5: [27] A topological ordered spaces is a triple (X, 𝜏,≤) where ‘𝜏’ is a topology 

on X and ‘≤’ is a partial order on X. 

Let A be a subset of topological ordered space (X, 𝜏, ≤ ). 

For any x ∈ X, 

(i) [𝑥, →] =  { 𝑦 ∈ 𝑋/𝑥 ≤ 𝑦}and 

(ii) [←, 𝑥]= {𝑦 ∈ 𝑋/𝑦 ≤ 𝑥}. 

The subset A is said to be 

(i) increasing if A = i(A), where i(A) = ⋃ [𝑎, →]𝑎∈𝐴  and 

(ii) decreasing if A = d (A), where d(A) = ⋃ [←, 𝑎]𝑎∈𝐴  

(iii) balanced if it is both increasing and decreasing. 

The complement of an increasing set is a decreasing set and the complement of a decreasing 

set is an increasing set. 

 

Definition: 2.6A subset A of a topological ordered space (X, , ≤ ) is called 

(i)x-closed set [7]ifitis bothincreasing (resp. decreasing, increasing and decreasing) set and 

closed set. 

(ii) xα-closed set [11] ifit isbothincreasing(resp. decreasing,increasing and decreasing) set 

and α-closed set. 

(iii) xsemi-closed set [11]ifit is both increasing(resp. decreasing, increasing and decreasing) 

set and semi-closed set. 
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(iv) xr-closed set [7] ifit is both  increasing(resp. decreasing, increasing and decreasing) set 

and r-closed set. 

(v) xg-closed set [20]if  it is both increasing(resp. decreasing, increasing and decreasing) set 

and g-closed set. 

(vi) xg*-closed set [1]  if  it  is both  increasing(resp. decreasing, increasing and decreasing) 

set and g*-closed set. 

(vii) xsg-closed set [18] if  it is both  increasing(resp. decreasing, increasing and decreasing) 

set and sg-closed set. 

 

Definition :2.7A function f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) is called 

(i) x-continuous[7] if f -1(V) is x-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of (Y, σ, 

). 

(ii) xα-continuous[11] if f -1(V) is xα-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of 

(Y, σ, ). 

(ii) xsemi-continuous [11] if f -1(V) is xsemi-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed 

subset of (Y, σ, ). 

(ii) xr-continuous[7] if f -1(V) isxr-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of (Y, 

σ, ). 

(ii) xsg-continuous [18] if f -1(V) isxsg-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of 

(Y, σ, ). 

[Throughout this paper x = i, d, b] 

 

3. On igη-closed set : 

 

Definition : 3.1 A subset A of a topological ordered space (X, , ≤ ) is called an iη-closed set 

if it is both increasing and η-closed set. 

Definition : 3.2A subset A of a topological ordered space (X, , ≤ ) is called an igη-closed set 

if it is both increasing and gη-closed set. 

 

Theorem : 3.3Every  i-closed, isemi-closed, iα-closed, ir-closed, ig*-closed, iη-closed sets 

are  igη-closed set, but not conversely. 

Proof:  Every closed, semi-closed, α-closed, r-closed, g*-closed, η-closed sets are gη-closed 

set [22]. Then every i-closed, isemi-closed, iα-closed, ir-closed, ig*-closed, iη-closed sets 

areigη-closed set. 

EXAMPLE : 3.4Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}, {b, c}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, 

b), (b, c), (a, c)}. Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. igη-closed sets are {φ, 

X, {c},    {b, c}}. i-closed, isemi-closed, iα-closed, ir-closed, ig*-closed, iη-closed sets are 

{φ, X, {b, c}}. Let A = {c}. Clearly A is an igη-closed set but not an i-closed, isemi-closed, 

iα-closed,                        ir-closed, ig*-closed, iη-closed set in X. 

 

Theorem : 3.5Every  ig-closed set is an igη-closed set, but not conversely. 

Proof:  Every g-closed set is a gη-closed set [22]. Then every ig-closed set is an igη-closed 

set. 

EXAMPLE : 3.6Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, 

c), (a, b), (a, c)}. Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. igη-closed sets are {φ, 

X, {b}, {c}, {b, c}}. ig-closed sets are {φ, X, {c}, {b, c}}. Let A = {b}. Clearly A is an igη-

closed set but not an ig-closed set in X. 
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Theorem :3.7Every  isg-closed set is an igη-closed set, but not conversely. 

Proof:  Every sg-closed set is a gη-closed set [22].  Then every isg-closed set is an igη-closed 

set. 

EXAMPLE :3.8Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (c, 

b)}. Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. igη-closed sets are {φ, X, {b}, {a, b}, 

{b, c}}.                  isg-closed sets are {φ, X, {b}, {b, c}}. Let A = {a, b}. Clearly A is an igη-

closed set but not an                  isg-closed set in X. 

 

4. On dgη-closed set : 

 

Definition : 4.1 A subset A of a topological ordered space (X, , ≤ ) is called a dη-closed set 

if it is both decreasing anddη-closed set. 

Definition : 4.2A subset A of a topological ordered space (X, , ≤ ) is called a dgη-closed set 

if it is both decreasing anddgη-closed set. 

 

Theorem : 4.3 Every  d-closed set, dα-closed, dg-closed, dg*-closedsets are dgη-closed set, 

but not conversely. 

Proof:  Every closed set, α-closed, g-closed, g*-closed sets are gη-closed set [22]. Then 

every d-closed, dα-closed, dg-closed, dg*-closed sets are dgη-closed set. 

EXAMPLE : 4.4Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, 

c),                        (a, c)}. Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. dgη-closed sets 

are {φ, X, {a}, {a, c}}. 

d-closed, dα-closed, dg-closed, dg*-closed sets are {φ, X, {a, c}}. Let A = {a}. Clearly A is a 

dgη-closed set but not a d-closed, dα-closed, dg-closed, dg*-closed set in X. 

 

Theorem : 4.5Every  dsemi-closed, dsg-closed, dη-closed sets are dgη-closed set, but not 

conversely. 

Proof:  Every semi-closed, sg-closed, η-closed sets are gη-closed set [22]. Then every                        

dsemi-closed, dsg-closed, dη-closed sets are dgη-closed set. 

EXAMPLE : 4.6Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (c, 

b)}. Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. dgη-closed sets are {φ, X, {c}, {a, 

c}}.                  dsemi-closed, dsg-closed, dη-closed sets are {φ, X, {c}}. Let A = {a, c}. 

Clearly A is a                            dgη-closed set but not a dsemi-closed, dsg-closed, dη-closed 

set in X. 

 

Theorem :4.7Every  dr-closed set is a dgη-closed set, but not conversely. 

Proof:  Every r-closed set is a gη-closed set [22]. Then every dr-closed set is a dgη-closed 

set. 

EXAMPLE :4.8Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}, {b, c}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, 

b), (b, c), (a, c)}. Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. dgη-closed sets are { φ, 

X, {a}, {a, b}}. dr-closed sets are {φ, X, {a}}. Let A = {a, b}. Clearly A is a dgη-closed set 

but not a                  dr-closed set in X. 

 

5. On bgη-closed set : 

 

Definition : 5.1 A subset A of a topological ordered space (X, , ≤ ) is called a bη-closed set 

if it is both increasing and decreasing η-closed set. 

Definition : 5.2A subset A of a topological ordered space (X, , ≤ ) is called a bgη-closed set 

if it is both increasing and decreasing gη-closed set. 
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Theorem : 5.3Every  b-closed, bα-closed, bg-closed, bg*-closed sets are bgη-closed set, but 

not conversely. 

Proof:  Every closed, α-closed, g-closed, g*-closed sets are gη-closed set [22]. Then every b-

closed, bα-closed, bg-closed, bg*-closed sets are bgη-closed set. 

EXAMPLE : 5.4Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, 

c),                        (a, c)}. Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. bgη-closed sets 

are { φ, X, {b}, {a, c}}. 

b-closed, bα-closed, bg-closed, bg*-closed sets are {φ, X, {a, c}}. Let A = {b}. Clearly A is a 

bgη-closed set but not a b-closed, bα-closed, bg-closed, bg*-closed set in X. 

 

Theorem :5.5Every  br-closed set is a bgη-closed set, but not conversely. 

Proof:  Every r-closed set is a gη-closed set [22]. Then every br-closed set is a bgη-closed 

set. 

EXAMPLE : 5.6Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, 

c), (a, c)}. Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. bgη-closed sets are { φ, X, {b}, 

{a, c}}.                  br-closed sets are {φ, X, {a, c}}. Let A = {b}. Clearly A is a bgη-closed 

set but not a br-closed set in X. 

 

Theorem :5.7Every  bsemi-closed, bsg-closed, bη-closed sets are bgη-closed set, but not 

conversely. 

Proof:  Every semi-closed, sg-closed, η-closed sets are gη-closed set [22]. Then every                                

bsemi-closed, bsg-closed, bη-closed sets are bgη-closed set. 

EXAMPLE : 5.8Let X = {a, b, c}, = { φ, X, {a}} and ≤= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. 

Clearly (X, ≤) is a topological ordered space. bgη-closed sets are { φ, X, {b}, {a, c}}. 

bsemi-closed,                 bsg-closed, bη-closed sets are {φ, X, {b}}. Let A = {a, c}. Clearly A 

is a bgη-closed set but not a bsemi-closed, bsg-closed, bη-closed set in X. 

 

6. Onigη-continuity 

 

Definition : 6.1 A function f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) is called iη-continuous if f -1(V) is                           

iη-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of (Y, σ, ). 

Definition : 6.2 A function f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) is called igη-continuous if f -1(V) is                           

igη-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of (Y, σ, ). 

 

Theorem : 6.3Every i-continuous functions isigη-continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that every i-closedsets are igη-closed set.  

Example : 6.4Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b}, {a, b}} . ≤ = 

{(a, a),  

(b, b), (c, c), (a, c), (b, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) →  (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = a, f (b) = b, f 

(c) = c. This map is igη-continuous, but not i-continuous, since for the closed set V={c} in 

(Y, σ, ), f -1(V) ={c} is not i-closedin (X,  ≤). 

 

Theorem: 6.5Everyisemi-continuous, iα-continuous, isg-continuous, iη-continuous                                 

functions are igη-continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that every isemi-closed, iα-closed, isg-closed, iη-

closed     sets areigη-closed set.  
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Example : 6.6Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b}, {a, b}} .                          

≤ = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (c, b)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = a, f 

(b) = c, f (c) = b. This map is igη-continuous, but notisemi-continuous, iα-continuous, isg-

continuous,                           iη-continuous, since for the closed set V = {a, c} in (Y, σ, ), f -

1(V) = {a, b} is not isemi-closed, iα-closed, isg-closed, iη-closed in (X,  ≤). 

 

 

Theorem: 6.7Everyir-continuous function is igη-continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that every ir-closed set is an igη-closed set.  

Example: 6.8Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b, c}} .                       

≤ = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (a, c), (b, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) 

= a, f (b) = b, f (c) = c. This map is igη-continuous, but not ir-continuous, since for the closed 

set                       V = {c} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {c} is not ir-closed in (X,  ≤). 

 

7. Ondgη-continuity 

 

Definition : 7.1 A function f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) is called dη-continuous if f -1(V) is                    

dη-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of  (Y, σ, ). 

Definition : 7.2A function f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) is called dgη-continuous if f -1(V) is                    

dgη-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of  (Y, σ, ). 

 

Theorem:7.3Every d-continuous, dsemi-continuous, dα-continuous, dr-continuous,                                

dη-continuous functions are dgη-continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that every d-closed, dsemi-closed, dα-closed, dr-

closed,          dη-closed sets are dgη-closed set.  

Example : 7.4Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}, {b, c}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}} . ≤ = {(a, a),  

(b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (b, c), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) →  (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = c, f (b) = 

b,                  f (c) = a. This map is d gη-continuous, but not d-continuous, dsemi-continuous, 

dα-continuous,                       dr-continuous, dη-continuous, since for the closed set V={b, c} 

in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) ={a, b} is not d-closed, dsemi-closed, dα-closed, dr-closed, dη-closed set 

in (X,  ≤). 

 

Theorem: 7.5Everydsg-continuous function is dgη-continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that every dsg-closed set is a dgη-closed set.  

Example:7.6Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b, c}} . ≤ = {(a, a), 

(b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = b, f (b) = a, f (c) = c. 

This map is dgη-continuous, but not dsg-continuous, since for the closed set V = {a} in (Y, σ, 

),                  f -1(V) = {a, c} is not dsg-closed in (X,  ≤). 

 

8. Onbgη-continuity 

 

Definition: 8.1 A function f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) is called bη-continuous if f -1(V) is                     

bη-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of  (Y, σ, ). 

Definition: 8.2A function f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) is called bgη-continuous if f -1(V) is                     

bgη-closed subset of (X,  ≤) for every closed subset of  (Y, σ, ). 

 

Theorem:8.3Every b-continuous, bsemi-continuous, bα-continuous, br-continuous                               

functions are bgη-continuous, but not conversely. 
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Proof: The proof follows from the fact that every b-closed, bsemi-closed, bα-closed, br-

closedsets are bgη-closed set.  

Example:8.4Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b, c}} . ≤ 

= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) →  (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = b, f (b) = a, f 

(c) = c. This map is b gη-continuous, but not b-continuous, bsemi-continuous, bα-continuous,                          

br-continuous, since for the closed set V={b, c} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {a, c} is not b-closed, 

bsemi-closed, bα-closed, br-closed set in (X,  ≤). 

Theorem: 8.5Everybη-continuous, bsg-continuous functions are bgη-continuous, but not 

conversely. 

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that every bη-closed, bsg-closed sets are bgη-closed 

set.  

Example : 8.6Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b, c}} . ≤ = {(a, a), 

(b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) →  (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = b, f (b) = a, f (c) = c. 

This map is bgη-continuous, but not bη-continuous, bsg-continuous, since for the closed set 

V= {a} in                  (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {b} is not bη-closed, bsg-closed sets in (X,  ≤). 

 

9. On Contra xgη-continuity 

 

Definition:9.1A function f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) is called  

(i) xcontra-continuous if f -1(V) is x-closed  in (X, ≤) for every open set V in (Y, σ, ). 

(ii) xcontraα-continuous if f -1(V) is xα-closed  in (X, ≤) for every open set V in (Y, σ, 

). 

(iii) xcontrasemi-continuous if f -1(V) is xsemi-closed  in (X, ≤) for every open set V in 

(Y, σ, ). 

(iv) xcontrar-continuous if f -1(V) is xr-closed  in (X, ≤) for every open set V in (Y, σ, 

). 

(v) xcontra g-continuous if f -1(V) is xg-closed  in (X, ≤) for every open set V in (Y, σ, 

). 

(vi) xcontrag*-continuous if f -1(V) is xg*-closed  in (X, ≤) for every open set V in (Y, 

σ, ). 

(vii) xcontrasg-continuous if f -1(V) is xsg-closed  in (X, ≤) for every open set V in (Y, 

σ, ). 

(viii) xcontraη-continuous if f -1(V) isxη-closed  in (X, ≤) for every open set V in (Y, σ, 

). 

(ix) xcontragη-continuous if f -1 (V) isxgη-closed in (X,  ≤) for every open set V in  (Y, 

σ, ). 

 

Theorem: 9.2Every icontra-continuous, icontrasemi-continuous, icontraα-continuous, icontra    

r-continuous, icontraη-continuous functions are icontragη-continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: Every contra continuous, contra semi-continuous, contra α-continuous, contra                                   

r-continuous, contra η-continuous functions are contra gη-continuous [24]. Then every 

icontra-continuous, icontrasemi-continuous, icontraα-continuous, icontra r-continuous, 

icontraη-continuous functions are icontragη-continuous. 

Example: 9.3Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}, {b, c}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b}, {a, b}} . 

≤ = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = c, f 

(b) = a,                     f (c) = b. This map is icontragη-continuous, but not icontra-continuous, 

icontrasemi-continuous, icontraα-continuous, icontrar-continuous, icontraη-continuous, since 
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for the open set V = {b} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {c} is not i-closed, isemi-closed, iα-closed, ir-

closed, iη-closed in (X,  ≤). 

 

Theorem: 9.4Everyicontrag-continuous, icontrag*-continuous functions are icontragη-

continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: Every contra g-continuous, contra g*-continuous functions are contra gη-continuous 

[24]. Then everyicontrag-continuous, icontrag*-continuousfunctions are icontragη-

continuous map. 

Example: 9.5Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b, c}} . 

≤ = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = b, f (b) = a,                     

f (c) = c. This map is icontragη-continuous, but not icontrag-continuous, icontra g*-

continuous, since for the open set V = {b, c} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {a, c} is not ig-closed, ig*-

closed in (X,  ≤). 

 

Theorem: 9.6Everyicontrasg-continuous function is icontragη-continuous, but not 

conversely. 

Proof: Every contra sg-continuous function is contra gη-continuous [24]. Then every 

icontrasg-continuous function is icontragη-continuous. 

Example : 9.7Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}{b}, {a, b}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b, c}} . ≤ 

= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = b, f (b) = a,                     

f (c) = c. This map is icontragη-continuous, but not icontrasg-continuous, since for the open 

set V = {a} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {b} is not isg-closed in (X,  ≤). 

 

Theorem: 9.8Everydcontrasemi-continuous, dcontraα-continuous, dcontrar-continuous, 

dcontrag*-continuous, dcontraη-continuous functions are dcontragη-continuous, but not 

conversely. 

Proof: Every contra semi-continuous, contra α-continuous, contra r-continuous, contra                           

g*-continuous, contra η-continuous functions are contra gη-continuous [24]. Then every 

dcontrasemi-continuous, dcontraα-continuous, dcontrar-continuous, dcontrag*-continuous, 

dcontraη-continuous functions are dcontragη-continuous. 

Example: 9.9Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}, {b, c}} and σ ={Y, φ, {b, c}} . ≤ = {(a, 

a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = b, f (b) = a, f 

(c) = c. This map is dcontragη-continuous, but not dcontrasemi-continuous, dcontra α-

continuous, dcontrar-continuous, dcontrag*-continuous, dcontraη-continuous, since for the 

open set V = {b, c} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {a, c} is not dsemi-closed, dα-closed, dr-closed, 

dg*-closed, dη-closed in (X,  ≤). 

 

Theorem: 9.10Everydcontra-continuous, dcontrag-continuousfunctions are dcontragη-

continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: Every contra continuous, contra g-continuous functions are contra gη-continuous [24]. 

Then every dcontracontinuous, dcontrag-continuous functions are dcontragη-continuous. 

Example: 9.11Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}} . ≤ = 

{(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, b), (c, b)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = a, f (b) = 

c, f (c) = b. This map is dcontragη-continuous, but not dcontra-continuous, dcontrag-

continuous, since for the open set V = {a} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {a} is not dclosed, dg-closed 

in (X,  ≤). 
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Theorem: 9.12Everydcontrasg-continuous function is dcontragη-continuous, but not 

conversely. 

Proof: Every contra sg-continuous function is contra gη-continuous [24]. Then every 

dcontrasg-continuous function is dcontragη-continuous. 

Example:9.13Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}{b}, {a, b}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}, {b, c}} . ≤ 

= {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = b, f (b) = a,                     

f (c) = c. This map is dcontragη-continuous, but not dcontrasg-continuous, since for the open 

set V = {a} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {b} is not dsg-closed in (X,  ≤). 

Theorem:9.14Every bcontra-continuous, bcontrag-continuous, bcontraα-continuous, 

bcontrar-continuous, bcontrag*-continuous functions are bcontragη-continuous, but not 

conversely. 

Proof: Every contra continuous, contra g-continuous, contra α-continuous, contra r-

continuous, contra g*-continuous functions are contra gη-continuous [24]. Then every 

bcontra-continuous, bcontrag-continuous, bcontraα-continuous, bcontrar-continuous, 

bcontrag*-continuous functions are bcontragη-continuous. 

Example:9.15Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}, {b}, {a, b}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a}} . ≤ = 

{(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (a, c)}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = b, f (b) = a, f 

(c) = c. This map is bcontragη-continuous, but not bcontra-continuous, bcontrag-continuous, 

bcontraα-continuous, bcontra r-continuous, bcontrag*-continuous, since for the open set V = 

{a} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {b} is not b-closed, bg closed, bα-closed, br-closed, bg*-closed in 

(X,  ≤). 

 

Theorem :9.16Every bcontrasemi-continuous, bcontrasg-continuous, bcontraη-continuous 

functions are bcontragη-continuous, but not conversely. 

Proof: Every contra semi-continuous, contra sg-continuous, contra η-continuous functions 

are contra gη-continuous [24]. Then every bcontrasemi-continuous, bcontrasg-continuous, 

bcontraη-continuous functions are bcontragη-continuous. 

Example : 9.17Let X = Y = {a, b, c},τ={X,φ {a}} and σ ={Y, φ, {a, b}} . ≤ = {(a, a), (b, 

b), (c, c), (a, c))}. Define a map f: (X,  ≤) → (Y, σ, ) by f (a) = a, f (b) = c, f (c) = b. This 

map is bcontragη-continuous, but not bcontrasemi-continuous, bcontrasg-continuous, 

bcontraη-continuous, since for the open set V = {a, b} in (Y, σ, ), f -1(V) = {a, c} is not 

bsemi-closed, bsg-closed, b η-closed in (X,  ≤). 
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